1. IMPROVING COLLECTIVE

The residents of Lombardijen have been living in their buildings for a long time of use and possibilities and the main goals for improving the collective space are: maintenance and use/accessibility, expression/spatial quality, safety/responsibility.

The generic solutions that were tested within this experiment are:

1.1 make usable terraces
1.2 make a continuous dark front area
1.3 make a continuous light front area
1.4 make a continuous dark flow january
1.5 make entrance to the street
1.6 make entrance to the inside
1.7 reduce noise during working
1.8 reduce maintenance

Each solution is measured in looking at the influence on the different social problems, on the use of the building and the influence on the social relations between the users. By testing these solutions in a physical model, the solution is improved.

2. IMPROVING INDIVIDUAL

Taking away the problem rather than fixing it. The goal here is to answer to the demands of the individual apartments and by doing that reducing the collective.

Improving the individual space.

Improving the collective space. In this experiment collective space of housing corporation and individual space of individual owner is the main goal.

Wijkgedachte 2012; collective forced upon individual

Wijkgedachte 1946; collective colored by individual
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